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ABSTRACT

Deformable energy absorbers play a vital role in crash protection systems. However,

prevailing stringent design requirements to mitigate impact damage in a limited space have

advocated a need for superior energy absorbing materials and versatile and compact

structures. In this thesis, an intelligent compact energy absorbing structure is presented that

alleviates the impact by distributing load over finite displacement (stroke). The structure’s

geometry is observed in the cross-section of a banana peel that has a specific graded cellular

packing in a confined space. This packing enables the thin peel to protect the internal soft

core from external impact loads. The cellular pattern observed in a banana peel is used to

construct a finite element analysis model of the structure. The energy absorbing

characteristics of the structure are evaluated and compared to the energy absorbing

characteristics of a solid section by means of finite element simulations using ABAQUS. The

structure was found to reduce the static and dynamic reactive forces up to 83 percent in

comparison to a solid section provided the thickness and contact area are kept constant. The

energy absorbing characteristics of peel structure were also compared to regular hexagonally

shaped cellular honeycombs. The peel structure resulted in lower impacts and severity of

deceleration-acceleration phase over regular honeycombs for higher velocity range under the

same space/stroke constraints. Analytical models for low and high impact velocities were

also developed to calculate the crushing strength and stroke of the graded structure.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Energy absorbers are devices that convert kinetic energy into another form (e.g.

pressure energy in fluids, elastic energy in solids, and plastics energy in deformable solids).

The main purpose is to reduce the impact load by disturbing the load over a finite time

period.

1.1. Characteristics of an energy absorber

The general characteristics of an energy absorber can be outlined as follows

1.1.1. Irreversible energy conversion

The irreversible energy conversion is a function of plastic strain. When load is

applied, the structure undergoes deformation. If the load is lower than the yield strength of

the material, the structure would restore its original shape after the removal of load.

Otherwise the structure would undergo elasto-plastic deformation. Figure 1.1 shows a typical

uniaxial true stress-strain curve of the material having a pronounced yield point. OABC is a

loading and CD is an unloading path. The total strain of the material is OE (ε) which is a sum

of elastic strain DE (εe) and plastic strain OD (εP). Classic theory of plasticity (Appendix A)

explains that the plastic deformation is associated with the irreversible energy dissipation. In

Figure 1.1, the total energy density (energy per unit volume) stored by the material is

represented by the shaded area; where area OABCD represents the permanent energy and the

triangle CDE represents the recovered energy density. Sometimes, the elastic portion of the

dissipated energy is not fully recoverable, that portion is called the entrapped elastic energy.

The energy dissipated in elastic deformation dictates how much an object would rebound
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from the structure. The higher the elastic energy, the greater the rebound and vice versa. High

rebound imparts more damage to the impacting object or structure. Figure 1.2 shows a

rebound of an object from two different materials with the same initial conditions. Curve ‘A’

shows an object experiencing higher retardation followed by higher rebound acceleration. On

the other hand, curve ‘B’ shows a gentle arresting force and the rebound. If the total energy

remains constant, increasing plastic energy fraction results in lower rebound. Entrapped

elastic energy also contributes to reducing the rebound.

1.1.2. Restricted and constant reactive force

While providing the energy-absorption capacity during a large deformation process,

the maximum value of the reaction force must be kept below the value that could cause

damage or injury [1]. Reaction force should be kept constant to avoid an excessively high

rate of retardation. By the method of variation it can be proved that the Gadd severity index

(GSI) is a minimum if the force is constant. GSI was first presented by Charles Gasdd in

1966 for use in the automobile industry. By correlating duration of impact and retardation

upon impact, he was able to develop an expression that could describe the onset of head

injury. He called that index of survivability as GSI. Numerically, GSI is defined as

2.5I a dt= ∫ (1.1)

The index (I) is a function of retardation upon impact (a) and the time of deceleration (t). The

exponent is based upon the experimental work. In his original paper, Gadd suggested a value

of 2.5. I = 1000 was considered as the threshold for serious/fatal head injury; any number

higher than that would result in a loss of life [2].
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1.1.3. Long stroke

Dissipation of kinetic energy is as important factor as impact force (F) in analyzing

crashworthy situations. For a given amount of kinetic energy, the longer the time, the smaller

is the force. This leads to a notion of ‘buying distance at the cost of time’. For a constant

force, the distance required to bring an object, moving with velocity ‘v’, to zero is vt/2, and it

is this distance the force travels to dissipate the damaging kinetic energy.

Figure 1.1: Uniaxial true stress-strain curve

In selection of energy-absorbing materials, the ratio of stroke to overall original

dimension of materials is very important. Solid materials or structures cannot achieve high

values of ∆/L, where ‘∆’ is the stroke and ‘L’ is the original thickness of the material or the

structure. The cellular materials/structures, because of being porous, are good in giving high

‘∆/L’ ratio

Permanent

Recovered
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The design of energy absorbers can either be load limited or stroke limited based

upon the overall structure and the direction of impact. For example, in the case of tubes

(provided the length to diameter ratio is greater than 1), the design is load limited in the axial

loading direction and stroke limited in the transverse loading direction.

Figure1.2: Impact response of an object from two different materials

1.1.4. Stable and repeatable deformation mode

Deformation modes of an energy absorber should be stable, repeatable, and

insensitive to the variations in the load magnitude, pulse shape, direction and distribution. [2] 

1.1.5. Light weight and high specific energy absorption capacity

A structure having high specific energy absorption capacity (i.e., energy absorbed per

unit weight) when used in the automobile industry would reduce the fuel consumption. Users

would like to buy light helmets with the same or better safety features. The cellular structures

provide an edge over solid materials by absorbing a considerably higher amount of energy

Curve A

Curve B
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per unit weight. Therefore, with slightly lower stiffness and strength, the cellular structures

are mostly better in per unit weight terms with respect to their base materials [2].

1.1.6. Cost effective and easy installation

The manufacturing, installation and maintenance of an energy absorber should be

easy and inexpensive. This is an important factor in the sense that energy absorbers are

mostly one- shot devices i.e., if they are deformed, they have to be replaced.

1.2. Idealized material models

Materials used to analyze the capacities of energy-absorbers, are divided into three

models:

1) Elastic, perfectly plastic material model,

2) Elastic, linear hardening material model (also referred to as bilinear material model),

and

3) Elastic, power hardening material model.

Figure 1.3 depicts these models. The tensile test gives a better prediction of which

model describes the behavior of the given material in the real world. For example, mild steel

shows a distinct yield point and after that its yield strength stays the same for some elasto-

plastic deformation. Therefore, an elastic perfectly plastic material model can be used to

analyze the behavior of the material for a certain range of stress/strains [3]. On the other

hand, if aluminum is the material under consideration, no pronounced yield point is observed

and the stress required to yield the material would continue to increase with the strain. This

phenomenon is termed as strain hardening. In that situation, either elastic, linear hardening or
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elastic, power hardening material models can be used to describe the behavior of the material

in an analysis.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.3: Idealized stress-strain curves of elastic materials under tension: (a) elastic,

perfectly plastic; (b) elastic, linear hardening; and (c) elastic, power hardening

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.4: Idealized stress-strain curves of rigid materials under tension: (a) rigid, perfectly

plastic; (b) rigid, linear hardening; and (c) rigid, power hardening

When used for energy absorption purposes, materials, structural components and devices

undergo large plastic deformation. In that case, elastic strain is very small as compared to the

plastic strain and assumed to be zero. Under this scenario, the material models described

above are changed into:
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1) Rigid, perfectly plastic material model,

2) Rigid, linear hardening material model,

3) Rigid, power hardening material model.

In these models, the elastic modulus is assumed infinity, and the materials behave rigidly

before yielding. Figure 1.4 shows the rigid material models.

1.3. Effect of large deformation

Since the energy-absorbing structures undergo large deformation, the collapse load

and ‘collapse mechanism’ is very different from what is expected from the limit analysis and

the bound theorems where the deformation is assumed to be small.

Hence, while analyzing energy-absorption structures, all the geometric relationships

and the equation of equilibrium should be formulated from the current (instantaneous)

configuration rather than the original (unreformed) configuration. The point of application

and direction of the load may also vary with the large deformation process and must be taken

into account. The effect of moving plastic hinges and the axial forces in structural members

should be considered too.

1.4 Dynamic effects

Dynamic effects can change the quasi-static response of an energy absorbing

structure drastically. Thus, impact absorbers should be carefully analyzed in terms of the

dynamic effects.
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1.4.1 Stress wave propagation and its effects on energy absorption

When load is suddenly applied on a structure (having length much longer than the

width), a stress wave is developed that travels away from the point of application of load. If

the value of the normal applied stress is lower than the yield strength of the material, an

elastic wave is generated and propagates at a speed of

L

E
C

ρ
= (1.2)

where ‘CL’ denotes the speed of the longitudinal elastic stress wave, while ‘E’ and ‘ρ’ are

the Young’s modulus of elasticity and the density of the material respectively (Appendix B).

The particle velocity which is far less than the wave propagation velocity is

E

σν
ρ

= (1.3)

where ‘ν ’ is the particle velocity and ‘σ ’ is the intensity of the stress wave.

The relationship between the propagating stress wave and the particle velocity can be

expressed as

L
L

E
E C

C
σ ρν ρ ν ν= = =  (1.4)

where, the ratio ‘σ/v’, is called the stress wave impedance. Therefore, a yield velocity can be

expressed as a function of a material’s properties as follows

y L
L

Y Y Y
C

C EE
ν

ρρ
= = =  (1.5)

When particle velocity under impact loading is lower than the yield velocity, the stress

generated in the structure is elastic.
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If normal applied stress is higher than the yield strength of the material, then in addition to an

elastic wave propagating with velocity ‘CL’ a plastic stress wave is initiated. The velocity of

the plastic stress wave propagation depends upon the material’s tangent modulus/plastic

modulus.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.5: Stress waves in decreasingly strain hardening materials: (a) the tangential

modulus reduces with increasing strain; (b) change in wave shape during propagation

(a) (b)

Figure 1.6: Stress waves in increasingly strain hardening materials: (a) the tangential

modulus increases with increasing strain; (b) The change in wave shape during propagation
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If the material displays linear strain hardening behavior as shown in Figure 1.3, then the

longitudinal plastic wave will propagate with the speed of

p
p

E
C

ρ
= (1.6)

where ‘EP’ is the stiffness modulus in the plastic region. Generally ‘Ep’ is lower than ‘E’

which means that the plastic wave travels slower than the elastic wave.

For strain hardening materials obeying a stress-stain relation, ‘σ = σ(ε)’, in the plastic region,

the propagation velocity is expressed as

/
p

d d
C

σ ε
ρ

= (1.7)

where ‘dσ/dε’ represents the instantaneous tangential modulus of the material. If the tangent

modulus is decreasing with the increasing strain, the longitudinal plastic wave that brings

about a higher stress will travel with a lower speed. As a result, the plastic wave will be

scattered as shown in Figure 1.5.

For increasing strain hardening materials, the longitudinal plastic wave propagates faster

than the elastic wave. Consequently, the plastic wave front is convergent and forms a shock

wave as shown in Figure 1.6.

The elastic and the plastic wave may affect the energy absorption of the materials in

many complex ways, depending upon the dynamic loading, configuration of the structure and

the material properties. Below are some examples:

- Upon the application of a dynamic load on a structure, the stress brought about by the

strong compressive plastic waves may cause a local plastic collapse at the loading

end. For example, when the honeycomb structure undergoes dynamic loading, after a
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certain value of impact velocity, the plastic collapse commences from the loading

end. The minimum value of velocity at which honeycomb structures start behaving in

that manner (the plastic collapse at the loading end) is called the critical velocity.

- When a compressive elastic wave reaches the distal end, it will reflect from the

surface. If the surface is free, the reflected wave will be tensile which will propagate

back from the free end. If the material is brittle, some portion of the material will tear

off because brittle materials are usually weaker in tension than in compression. The

tearing of material from the distal end is called spalling. The torn material will take a

considerable amount of input energy away in the form of kinetic energy.

- When a compressive elastic wave reaches a fixed distal surface, the reflected wave is

also compressive and this reflection doubles the stress magnitude that may cause

some portion of the stress wave to be plastic. Consequently, plastic collapse will start

at the distal end. In cellular structures, cells may plastically collapse first at the fixed

distal end.

- When a compressive elastic wave reaches an interface between two different

materials (e.g., honeycomb and casing), then some portion of the wave is reflected,

and the rest is transmitted to the other material. The intensity of the reflected and the

transmitted waves depends on the stiffness moduli of materials at the interface. The

change in the cross-sectional area also affects the transmission and reflection of the

stress waves. In fact, bulletproof windows made of laminated composites use the

reflection/ transmission properties to reduce or eliminate spalling. In such a structure,

wave propagation could be very complex, and X, T diagrams are constructed to

portray the position and intensity of waves at any time interval [4].
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1.4.2 Strain rate effects

The application of a ‘rapidly varying dynamic load’ causes a structure to deform

rapidly, resulting in high strain rates. Materials like mild steels and some polymers exhibit

very high dynamic yield strength and high strain rates with a reduction in ductility. The

increase in yield strength affects the energy absorption capacity.

Cowper and Symonds presented a relationship among the dynamic yield strength (Yd), the

static yield strength (Y) and the strain rate (ε& ) as

1/

1 0
qdY

Y B

ε ε = + > 
 

&
& (1.8)

where ‘B’ represents the value of strain rate at which Yd=2Y, and q is a material rate

sensitivity. Cowper and Symonds relations are widely used in structural impact problems.
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CHAPTER 2. HYPOTHESIS

2.1 Energy absorbing issues and nature

Many examples have been discovered where nature is addressing energy absorbing

issues e.g., the presence of the cellular structure in a human femur (a cancellous bone) assists

in reducing bearing stresses and impact at the joint [5]. Figure 2.1 depicts the cross section of

a human femur.

Figure 2.1: The cellular structure in a human femur

When two surfaces come in contact, the cellular structure undergoes a gross

deformation, and the overall effect is a larger contact area, lower contact stresses and,

consequently, low impact. Figure 2.2 shows the mechanical behavior of a human femur when

it is subjected to a compressive load. The load is limited by the row wise collapse of the

cellular structure. Furthermore, the plastic collapse load increases with the ‘relative density’.

The cellular structure of wood has excellent energy absorbing properties in axial,

radial and tangential directions [6] as shown by the stress-strain curves in Figure 2.3. Cork is
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a classical example that has been in use in shoe-making industries for a long time to make

impact proof soles.

Figure 2.2: The compressive response of cellular structure in human femur [40]

Figure 2.3: The stress-strain curves of wood under compression [40]
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The structures replicated from honeycombs are one of the prime candidates for

reducing the impact in automobile, aerospace and packaging industries [7]. The behavior of

honeycombs made of different material is schematically explained in Figure 2.4. It may be

noted that in compression, honeycombs show a typical energy absorbing curve that consists

of an elastic, plateau and densification regimes.

Figure 2.4: The compressive behavior of plastic and elastomeric honeycombs [40]

2.1 Banana cross-section

Figure 2.5 shows the cross sections of different banana peels. In technical terms, such

kinds of materials are called Functionally Graded Materials (FGM). In FGM, the

composition and structure gradually vary with depth, resulting in corresponding changes in

the properties of the material. Observations show that such types of functionally graded

structures are highly adaptive to all boundary and loading conditions defined by their

environment. For example, the interior structure of a bone has an optimized shape with
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respect to the direction of principal stress and the magnitude of shear stress [8]. The structure

found in bamboo gives a high strength to weight ratio [5]. Studies have shown that these

biological systems have a sensing mechanism (e.g. piezoelectric effects in bone) that allows

them to undergo modeling and remodeling to adopt the most favorable structure that meets

all the functional requirements under intense environment and energy conditions [9-12]. In a

banana peel, one of the main objectives is to protect the internal soft core from external

impacts.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Cross section of a banana peel

X

Y
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The arrangement of cells can be broken down into layers in the X direction and the

grading (variation in size) in the Y direction (see Figure 2.5). Four layers are easily

identifiable. These layers are indicated by horizontal lines. The 1st layer from top is

composed of closely packed cells. The 2nd layer is composed of bigger cells with more

spacing among them. This variation in the pattern continues until the last layer, where cells

are widely dispersed. The graded structure shows that the stiffness changes with thickness.

According to structural mechanics, two different sized cross sections with the same shape

factor have different stiffness. The bigger the cross section is, the lower the stiffness [13].

This structural property was verified by developing a 2D hexagonal truss model in MATLAB

and running code for different sizes. (Appendix C).

The composition of the material also changes over volume. Material around the inner

big cells is spongy and soft as compared to that around the top closely packed cells. This

means if a foreign object hits a banana peel from the top (or a banana falls on another object),

the inner cells would collapse first to protect the soft-core. This ‘collapse mechanism’ would

flow up, and layers would continue crushing until the whole structure is compromised. It is

evident that such a ‘collapse mechanism’ allows structures to reduce the kinetic energy of the

object over a finite period of time, and the overall effect is a reduction in the impact load.

Observation also shows that the presence of fluid in the cells enhances the integrity of the

structure, and widely dispersed cells in the bottom layer do not communicate structurally

with one another. This information leads to the hypothesis that the structure in a banana peel

acts as a compact energy absorber. To verify the validity of this hypothesis, finite element

analysis was executed in ABAQUS.
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CHAPTER 3. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

3.1 Background

Problems encountered in engineering mechanics are mostly represented by

differential equations, and usually they are too complicated to be solved by classical

analytical methods. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is a numerical approach that seeks the

approximate solution of differential equations.

The differential equations describing the problem may have a one, two or three

dimensional domain (region). The FEA divides the whole region into smaller parts called the

elements and approximates the solution sought for every element. The elements may be of

the same size or all different depending upon the complexity of the geometry. The collection

of all elements is called a finite element mesh. The elements are connected only at nodes.

Each node defines the local degrees of freedom (DOF), and, the number of elements times

the local DOF per node defines the global DOF of the model.

Once the type of approximation is selected, and mechanical behavior of the material

is defined, the corresponding mechanical behavior of each element can be determined.

Having determined the behavior of all elements, these elements are patched together using

some specific rules to form the entire region that eventually enables an approximate solution

for the entire body [14-20].

In order to investigate the impact response of a banana peel structure, a finite element

analysis was executed in ABAQUS. The process was divided into three steps: modeling,

analysis and collection and study of results.
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3.2 Modeling

The base model has a 5 mm thick, 50 mm square solid plate. The material assigned is

strain hardened Aluminum 1100-O. The true stress-true stain curve is approximated by the

equation

σ= K.εn (3.1)

Where the strength coefficient,‘K’, is 180 MPa, and the strain-hardening exponent ‘n’ is 0.2

[21].

Figure 3.1: Rigid plate hitting the solid aluminum plate

The boundary conditions are defined by fixing the base of the plate and hitting it from the top

with a rigid plate at different velocities in the Y plane as shown in Figure 3.1. The kinematic

contact (Appendix E) is defined between the element based master rigid plate surface and the

slave solid plate surface with the rough interaction property. The solid plate is meshed by

using reduced integration, hourglass controlled, eight node, hexahedral elements; code name

C3D8R (Appendix F). The cell shape is reverse engineered by utilizing the raster image

capability of AUTOCAD as shown in Figure 3.2. The modification of the base model is

carried out by incorporating the regular arrangement of the cells, i.e., one layer, two layers,
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two graded layers etc as shown in Figure 3.3. The element based cell surfaces are used to

define less stringent penalty contact properties with the rough interaction. These models are

analyzed with the same boundary conditions. Based on the results of these models additional

models are built that represent the actual structure more closely. These structures are named

as modified design 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.2: Replication of cell shape from a banana peel 
 

3.3 Analysis

The ABAQUS Explicit module was used to execute the dynamic nonlinear structural

analysis. The Explicit/Dynamics option employs a method of central-difference time

integration to solve ordinary differential equations. The explicit central-difference operator

satisfies the dynamic equilibrium equations at the beginning of the increment; the

accelerations calculated at time ‘t’ are used to advance the velocity solution to time t+(∆t/2)

and the displacement solution to time (t+ ∆t) [22]. Since the solution is conditionally stable, a

great amount of care was taken to define the time period of the analysis as well as the time

increment scale factor (Appendix D).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 3.3: Aluminum with different cell packing (a) One layer model; (b) Two layer model;

(c) Two graded layer model; (d) Three layer model; (e) Three graded layer model; (f)

Modified design 1; (g) Modified deign 2; (h) Modified design 3; (i) Modified design 4

3.4 Results

Force vs. Displacement and Energy vs. Displacement curves at an impact velocity of

3 m/s are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. These curves show that the modified designs are in

agreement with the characteristics of energy absorbers presented in section 1.1 of Chapter 1.

Below is a detailed review of these curves:
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Figure 3.4: Dynamic Force-Displacement curve of a honeycomb structure

Figure 3.5: Force-Displacement curves at 3 m/s impact velocity
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Figure 3.6: Energy-Displacement curves at 3 m/s impact velocity

Force displacement curves are a handy tool to visualize the variation of force with respect to

the displacement. The area under the curve represents the external work or the energy

absorbed by the energy absorber. Figure 3.4 shows a typical force-displacement curve of a

honeycomb structure. The curve is divided into three parts: the elastic part where the cell

walls deform elastically, the plateau region where cell walls start collapsing plastically, and

the densification region where the cell walls start touching each other i.e., a condition of self

contact [2, 22].

The force-displacement curves obtained from the analysis approximately follow the

same pattern. As shown in Figure 3.5, the curve 1 represents the contact force experienced by

the rigid plate when it hits the solid plate. The peak value of this force is 205,278N. The

curve is very steep, showing that the rigid plate experiences high impact. Curve 2 represents

the contact force of the rigid plate hitting the plate containing one layer of cells with the same
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velocity. The force in this case is 31,720N. Deviation of the curve in the rightward direction

favors conversion of kinetic energy into internal energy (Plastic energy + strain energy etc.)

for both a longer period of time and displacement. This results in the reduction of contact

force. Curves 3-6 represent the contact forces experienced by the rigid plate when it hits the

aluminum plate having two layers, two graded layers, three layers and three graded layers

respectively. The structure containing three graded layers exerts the lowest contact force in

its family (i.e., among regular cell structures). Better results, in terms of lower contact force,

can be obtained by modifying the three layer structure (by increasing cell density). From

these results, two structures qualify for further improvement. These are the three layer and

three graded layer models. Curve 7 represents the improved form of the three graded layer

structure (modified design1) where cell density is increased by incorporating additional small

cells among the graded cell columns as shown in Figure 3.3. The maximum contact force on

the rigid plate in this case is 7,476N. This shows a considerable reduction of the contact

force, almost 96.4% lower than the one experienced on the solid plate. A long stroke should

be noted in this case. It is almost 97.33% greater than the one obtained in the solid plate case.

Curve 8 illustrates the force experienced by the rigid plate when it hits the improved form of

the three layer structure (Modified design 2). Equal sized cell columns are brought closer,

and small cells are introduced among the regular columns. This structure is closer (shape and

pattern are different; regular honeycomb structures have equal sized hexagonal cells) to the

regular honeycomb structure and gives almost constant force (6,205N) over a stroke shorter

than the modified design 1. It may me noted that some applications may benefit from such a

pattern of force for example, the GSI (Gadd Severity Index), a number used to describe head

injury in car crash, is minimum if acceleration remains constant along the stroke [23-26].
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This design gives the lowest contact force among all the structures. Curve 9 shows the force

when a rigid plate hits the modified design 3. This design is inferior to modified designs 1

and 2. However, it acts better than the regular layer designs. Curve 10 represents force

displacement characteristics of the modified design 4. This design exhibits the longest stroke

and minimum force with respect to the modified deigns 1, 2 and 3. The transfer of kinetic

energy goes smoothly for a longer period of time, which reduces the contact force on the

rigid plate for a good part of the stroke. The rigid plate experiences a force slightly higher

(8.34 %) than the modified design 2.

Table 3.1 lists the percentage reduction in force with respect to the solid plate, and the

maximum forces experienced by the rigid plate at different impact velocities. It can be seen

that as the velocity increases, the reduction in the contact force with respect to the solid plate

decreases. The reason is that the increase in velocity causes the structure to utilize more

stroke. The complete utilization of stroke ends in a densification region where contact force

increases rapidly.

Table 3.1: Maximum force and percentage reduction in contact force at different velocities
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3.4.1 Energy

Figure 3.6 shows the energy absorbed by the aluminum plate with different structures at 3

m/s impact velocity. As mentioned in Section 1, the absorbed energy should be in irreversible

form. The higher the irreversible portion of the internal energy, the lower the rebound and the

better the energy absorber. In this case the internal energy is composed of the plastic energy,

elastic energy, viscous dissipation energy (the energy dissipated by damping mechanisms,

including bulk viscosity damping and material damping), and the artificial energy (energy

stored in hourglass resistance or controlling zero energy modes). The plastic energy and the

entrapped elastic energy make up the irrecoverable portion of the internal energy.

Since the plate rebounds in all cases, the area under the force-displacement curve for

all the cases is constant. This means the plate having solid and regular/graded structures

absorbs all the kinetic energy at the end of the stroke. However, the way it is absorbed is

different in each case. The energy curves in Figure 3.6 show that the modified designs 1,2

and 4 absorbed a major portion of the kinetic energy in the latter part of the stroke (due to

higher plastic deformation and strain hardening effects). Modified design 3 and the regular

layer designs absorbed energy at almost a constant rate. Table 3.2 shows the amount of

plastic energy, elastic energy, total absorbed (internal) energy and the entrapped elastic

energy stored in the aluminum plate at the end of the stroke for 3 m/s. The maximum energy

is absorbed by modified design 2, followed by the three graded layer design, modified design

3 and modified design 4 (in terms of the percentage increment in energy absorption). The

difference between stored elastic and entrapped elastic energy explains how much energy is

available for the aluminum plate to do negative work on the rigid plate to cause rebound. The

modified design 3 gives the lowest rebound velocity of 0.442 m/s.
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The absorbed energy and the rebound velocities for the rest of the cases are presented in

Table 3.2. For higher velocities, the relative increase in energy absorption is less because

most of the structures reach their stroke limit and start to act more like a solid plate. For

example, at 12 m/s impact velocity, the percentage increase in energy absorption with respect

to the solid plate is approximately 4.5 % as compared to the number 24.46 % at 3 m/s impact

velocity.

3.4.2 Simulations

Figures 3.7-3.16 show the deformed models at the end of the stroke for a 3 m/s

impact velocity. The contours represent the distribution of Von Mises stresses in the

aluminum plate. It is worth noting that the cells in the center layers of the modified designs

collapse first. This means that the ‘collapse mechanism’ starts first in the walls of the center

layer cells [27]. The deformed model of modified design 4 shows that almost all the cells are

crushed, and any further increase in the velocity results in a densification of structure. The

values in Table 3.1 also indicate that the modified design 4 is inferior to other designs for

velocities higher than 3 m/s. Deformed models of modified designs 1-3 show potential to

crush further and hence act as good energy absorbers for higher velocities. This is especially

true for modified design 2. For higher velocities the same crushing pattern is observed. The

cells in the center layer collapse first followed by cells in the bottom layer. The top cells

collapse at the end of the stroke.
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Table 3.2: Energy comparison of structures at different velocities

P.E = Plastic energy; E.E = Elastic energy; I.E = Internal energy; E.S.E = Entrapped elastic energy; R.V =
Rebound velocity; A = percentage increase in absorbed energy with respect to the solid plate.
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Figure 3.7: Deformed solid plate at the end of the stroke

Figure 3.8: Deformed plate containing one layer of cells, at the end of the stroke

Figure 3.9: Deformed plate containing two layers of cells, at the end of the stroke
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Figure 3.10: Deformed plate containing two graded layers of cells, at the end of the stroke

Figure 3.11: Deformed plate containing three layers of cells, at the end of the stroke

Figure 3.12: Deformed plate containing three graded layers of cells, at the end of the stroke
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Figure 3.13: Deformed plate containing modified design 1 structure, at the end of the stroke

Figure 3.14: Deformed plate containing modified design 2 structure, at the end of the stroke

Figure 3.15: Deformed plate containing modified design 3 structure, at the end of the stroke
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Figure 3.16: Deformed plate containing modified design 4 structure, at the end of the stroke

In order to study the effect of fluid in cells and variation in the material composition along

the thickness, two additional models are constructed. Figure 3.17 shows the model containing

cells filled with crushable foam material. Figure 3.18 depicts a composite graded cellular

structure consisting of layers of soft, medium hard and hard crushable foam. The stress-strain

and energy curves showed a significant drop in the contact force and the rebound.

Furthermore, the ‘collapse mechanism’ initiated from the fixed base in contrast to previous

models where the middle layer started to crush first [28-30].

Figure 3.17: Model containing cells filled with crushable foam

Figure 3.18: Composite graded section

Soft foam
Medium hard foam
Hard foam

Foam
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CHAPTER 4. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The FEA analysis presented in the previous chapter gives good insight into the failure

mechanism and mechanical response of a banana peel structure under compression.

However, the theoretical analysis of a banana peel structure requires the understanding of

honeycombs.

Honeycombs are a typical type of cellular structure. Their structure consists of a regular two

dimensional array of hexagonal cells. Other cell shapes are also possible, such as square,

triangular, circular or rhombic. However, this thesis will focus only on hexagonal shaped

cells in this thesis. The term “honeycomb” will be used for “regular uniform cell wall

thickness hexagonal honeycombs” (unless otherwise stated). Honeycombs offer excellent

strength to weight ratio, and they are considered to be one of the prime structures for cores in

sandwich panel beams. They also possess good energy absorbing characteristics as described

in Chapter 1. A simple two dimensional regular honeycomb structure is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: The regular two dimensional honeycomb structure
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Extensive work has been done in understanding the in-plane mechanical behavior of two

dimensional honeycombs. Abd El-Sayed et al [31] calculated the in-plane Young’s moduli

and Poisson’s ratios for honeycomb sheets by estimating the bending and axial displacements

of a cell under two dimensional loading. Gibson and Ashby [27] presented a more

comprehensive analysis of two and three dimensional (foam) honeycombs under quasi-static

loading and verified their findings by experiment. Papka and Kyriades [32-35] studied the

experimental response of in-plane uniaxial and biaxial crushing of metal honeycombs and

compared the results with finite element simulation. Silva, Hayes and Gibson [36-37]

investigated the effects of non-periodic two-dimensional arrangements of cells on the elastic

properties and strength to comprehend the crushing process of irregular honeycombs.

The analytical study carried out by Gibson and Ashby is considered to be the most accurate

one in describing the deformation modes and failure mechanism of honeycombs. Therefore,

their work is presented in detail. This understanding will be applied to the graded banana peel

structure to develop the theoretical model.

4.1 The mechanics of honeycombs

Figure 4.2 shows a unit cell of a honeycomb with the definitions of parameters. The

response of honeycombs under compressive loading is described by five moduli: two

Young’s moduli, E1 and E2, a shear modulus, G12, and two Poisson’s ratios, v12 and v21. If the

hexagon is regular (i.e., all sides are equal and making 120o angles with respect to each

other) and the cell walls are all of the same thickness, then the in-plane properties are

isotropic, i.e., they do not depend on direction, and the five moduli reduce to three.
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Figure 4.2: A unit cell of a regular honeycomb

Since the cells in the peel are under compressive loading in the Y direction as described in

Chapter 2, therefore, only the moduli that describe the in-plane response of the honeycomb in

the Y direction are considered. The Young’s modulus, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio of

the uniform wall thickness honeycomb in the Y direction is presented as
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Please refer to Appendix G for more details about the derivation of the above expressions.
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The most important parameters characterizing a cellular material’s energy absorption

properties are the plastic collapse stress generally known as the plateau stress and the relative

density.

The upper and lower bound theorems are used to determine the plateau stress. According to

the upper bound theorem, an external load computed on the basis of an assumed mechanism,

in which the forces are in equilibrium, is always greater than or equal to the true collapse

load. The lower bound theorem says that an external load computed on the basis of an

assumed distribution of internal forces, in which the forces are bounded by limit values, and

the forces are in equilibrium, is less than or equal to the true collapse load [38].

4.1.1 Upper bound collapse stress

The compressive load in the Y direction is transferred to the inclined walls, and they

bend very much like a structure. The plastic analysis shows that six plastic hinges [39] are

required to define the complete ‘collapse mechanism’ of a cell. Figure 4.3 shows the inclined

wall undergoing angular rotation,ψ, with respect to its original position. An upper bound on

the load acting on the wall is given by

( sin )pP c l bσ ψ= +  (4.4)

where ‘
p

σ ’ is the plateau stress. The distance moved by the load in the Y direction is

siny lψ φ= (4.5)

The negative work done in four plastic hinges is equal to the plastic moment times the

relative angular displacement,ψ, while the external work is equal to the product of the

magnitude of the load times the distance traveled by the load. Therefore,
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4 2 ( sin ) l sinp pM P c l bψ σ φ ψ φ= +  (4.6)

Assuming an elastic-perfectly plastic material, the plastic bending moment MP is

2

4
p y

bd
M σ= (4.7)

where yσ is the yield strength of the cell-wall material [40]. Equation 4.6 then gives the

plateau stress expression
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Figure 4.3: Plastic collapse of inclined walls in the Y direction

4.1.2 Lower bound collapse stress

A lower bound on a collapse load is calculated by equating the internal negative

moment on the cell wall to the external positive moment as shown in Figure 4.4.

2 sinpM P lϕ= (4.9)
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Since the collapse load obtained from the lower and the upper bound theorem is the same, it

is the exact solution [27].

Figure 4.4: Internal and external bending moment on the inclined wall

4.1.3 Locking strain

The locking or densification strain is defined as the ratio of the density of the cellular

material to the density of the material of the honeycomb. The relative density is usually

expressed as
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Where, sρ , is the density of the material of the honeycomb. Please refer to Appendix G for

the derivation of the above expression. The porosity, which in fact is the pore volume, is

(1
s

ρ
ρ

− ). The porosity is theoretically equal to the densification or locking strain dε
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The locking strain defines the end of the stroke.

Equations 4.1-4.12 define the in-plane behavior of a honeycomb structure. These expressions

were derived and verified by Gibson [41-42]. The banana peel structure is too complex for

these equations to handle. Therefore, a few assumptions are made to redefine the structure

without excessive deviation from the peel structure. It is assumed that:

- the material is homogenous along the thickness.

- the cells have constant shape factor.

- the cells are arranged in a uniform order.

Figure 4.5: The modified peel structure

Figure 4.5 shows the modified peel structure. This structure will be called the graded

honeycomb structure (GHS). Since the thickness of the cell walls is changing, the equations

presented above can only capture the response of individual rows. The global response of the
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structure can be achieved by summing up the local response of individual rows. Figure 4.6

depicts the global theoretical response of the GHS in terms of the stress-strain curve. In order

to verify the correctness of equations 4.1-4.12, a finite element analysis was executed.

Figure 4.6: The theoretical response of GHS in the Y direction using equation 4.10

4.2 Finite element analysis of GHS

4.2.1 Modeling

The three dimensional shell model was constructed using the ABAQUS PART

module. The structure is composed of 6 cells in the Y direction and 15 cells in the X

direction with the unit cell dimensions of l = 2.23 mm, c = 3 mm, and 062.3φ = as shown in

Figure 4.7. Hourglass controlled, 4 nodes, reduced integration shell elements (S4R) were

used to mesh the structure. Eleven elements were defined along the length of the inclined

walls and 5 elements along the width. The horizontal walls have the same number of

elements along the width and 15 elements along the length. The boundary conditions are

defined by constraining the discrete rigid plate, A, to move only in the Y plane and by fixing

all the rotational and translational degrees of freedom of the discrete rigid plate, B. Both

plates were discretized by using rigid bilinear quadrilateral elements (R3D4). The model has
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a total of 17,910 elements. Interaction properties were imposed using a general contact

condition and surface to surface kinematic contact conditions between the top element based

surface of the structure and the rigid plate, A. A penalty contact condition of frictionless

tangential behavior was applied between the bottom element based surface of the structure

and the rigid plate, B. The cell wall material is assumed to be an elastic-perfectly plastic

material with a Young’s modulus of 69 MPa and yield strength of 76 MPa. The overall

length and height of the model is 77 mm and 12 mm respectively. The wall thickness

assigned to layers 1-6 are 0.05, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 mm respectively.

Figure 4.7: The shell model of graded honeycomb structure (GHS)

4.2.2 Results

Figure 4.8 displays the theoretical and finite element response of GHS under quasi-

static loading. The stress-strain curve is obtained by extracting the contact force on the rigid

plate, B, and the displacement of the rigid plate, A, from its original position. The theoretical

results are in agreement with the FE results for rows 1 and 2, but as the cell wall thickness

increases, the theoretical curve predicts lower values of the plateau stresses. This discrepancy

was investigated and two possible reasons were found. First, the inclined cell walls carry

shear and axial loads that cause shear and axial deflections [27]. Second, the plastic

deformation occurs over a zone instead of being confined in a localized plastic hinge of zero

length [2, 41-45].

Plate A

Plate B

Row 6
Row 5
Row 4
Row 3
Row 2
Row 1
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Figure 4.8: The superimposed theoretical and finite element output

For 0.25
d

l
< , the axial and shear deflections are small compared to bending

deflections. Therefore, they do not significantly affect the plateau stress and bending moment

considerably [27]. Plastic hinge length itself has little effect on the load but significantly

changes the deformation geometry and hence the moment arm of the bending moment [2].

Therefore, only the plastic hinge length effect was taken into account to modify equation 4.8.

The length of the plastic hinge was obtained by observing the values of bending moment,

equivalent plastic strains and Von Mises stress [46-48] at the integration points of the shell

elements in the FE analysis. It was found to equal half the thickness of the cell wall. The

equation obtained by incorporating the plastic hinge length effect is

2

2( sin )( )sinp y

d

c l l d
σ σ

φ φ
=

+ −
(4.13)

By incorporating the large strain effects and small angle approximation, Equation 4.13 can be

rewritten as

2

2[ (sin cos )]( )(sin cos )p y

d

c l l d
σ σ

φ δφ φ φ δφ φ
=

+ + − +
(4.14) 
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Figure 4.9: The comparison of the theoretical and modified theoretical response of GHS with

respect to the finite element analysis

Where δφ is a small increment in φ . Equation 4.14 was solved iteratively in MATLAB.

Figure 4.9 displays the superimposed output of the FE analysis, Equation 4.8 (Theory) and

4.14 (Modified theory). Thus, Equation 4.14 agrees with the FE solution. Equation 4.14 was

also tested for graded honeycombs of different sets of thicknesses under quasi-static loading

and results were found to be consistent with the FE analysis.
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CHAPTER 5. STUDY OF GRADED HONEYCOMB STRUCTURE (GHS) UNDER

IMPACT

This chapter discusses the behavior of the graded honeycomb structure under

dynamic loading. Regular honeycombs exhibit two distinct phenomena for high loading

rates, the increase in plateau stress and deformation modes. Hoing and Strong [49-50]

analyzed the in-plane dynamic behavior of honeycombs. They studied the dynamics of crush

band initiation and wave trapping under impact loading using ABAQUS. They presented

expressions for critical velocity by employing the theory of wave trapping. Ruan, Lu, Wang

and Yu [51] studied in-plane dynamic crushing of honeycombs and explored the influence of

cell wall thickness and impact velocity on the deformation mode and plateau stresses by

using ABAQUS and proposed an empirical formula for computing the dynamic plateau

stresses at high impact velocities. Zhao and Gary [52] examined the in-plane and out of plane

dynamic response of honeycomb structures using viscoelastic split bars. Reid et al. [53-55]

studied the behavior of a one-dimensional ring system under end impact and expanded their

results to a wood model. In these studies, the sensitivity of cellular structures to initial

crushing strength and mode shapes was noted.

Similar to regular honeycomb structures (RHS), the graded honeycomb structures also show

sensitivity to loading rate. However, the increase in plateau stress and the type of

deformation modes are different. The rest of this chapter presents details of the analysis of

the GHS at low and high impact velocities, and a simple shock model is presented to

calculate the crushing stress and locking strain of the GHS.
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5.1 Deformation modes of GHS under dynamic loading

Unlike regular honeycomb structures that undergo ‘X’, ‘V’ and ‘I’ mode deformation

[51], the graded honeycomb structures undergo ‘I’ model deformation for both low and high

speed impact velocities. Here, the impact velocity that causes a strain rate equal or less than

1000 s-1 is termed low impact velocity. All the velocity values causing deformation rates

higher than 1000 s-1 will fall into the high speed category.

In order to understand the behavior of the GHS under dynamic loading, a Finite Element

Analysis was executed in the ABQUS EXPLICIT module on the model described in the

Chapter 4. Figure 5.1 shows the deformed structure at the end of the crushing process. At 1

m/s impact velocity, row 1 is completely crushed (see Figure 5.1a.) The displacement of the

rigid plate, A, is 1.4538 mm. As the impact velocity increases, the deformation progressively

shifts to other layers. At 6 m/s impact velocity and a step time of 1.134 ms, rows 1 and 2 are

completely crushed, while row 3 is left partially intact as shown in Figure 5.1c. At impact

velocities of 9, 13 and 16 m/s, crushing advances smoothly to row 3, 4, 5 and 6 as shown in

Figures 5.1d-f. At an impact velocity of 20 m/s, the rigid plate, A, completely crushes the

structure (Figure 5.1g). It may be noted that for these low range velocities, the crushing

initiates from the distal end and advances to the proximal end.

5.2 Stress -Strain curve

Figure 5.2 depicts the stress-strain curves of model 2 at 3, 9 and 20 m/s impact

velocities. The stress-strain curves are developed by extracting the contact force on the rigid

plate, B. The magnitude of the total contact force dictates how much force the rigid plate, B, 
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experiences from the impact of the rigid plate, A, on the structure. The modified theoretical

result (equation 4.14) shows good agreement with the FE results in the plateau regimes.

(a) ∆ = 1.44mm, v = 1 m/s (t =3.15 ms)

(b) ∆ 2.57mm, v = 1.25 m/s (t =1.25 ms)

(c) ∆ = 4.16mm, v = 6 m/s (t =1.134 ms)

(d) ∆ = 5.47mm, v = 9 m/s (t =0.97 ms)

(e) ∆ = 7.21mm, v =1 3 m/s (t =0.88 ms)

(f) ∆ = 8.44mm, v = 16 m/s (t =0.833 ms)

(g) ∆ = 9.42mm, v = 20 m/s (t =0.7 ms)

Figure 5.1: Deformation of the GHS at the end of the dynamic analysis. (a) ∆ = 1.44 mm, v =

1 m/s, t =3.15 ms; (b) ∆ 2.57 mm, v = 1.25 m/s, t =1.25 ms; (c) ∆ = 4.16 mm, v = 6 m/s, t

=1.134 ms; (d) ∆ = 5.47 mm, v = 9 m/s, t =0.97 ms; (e) ∆ = 7.21 mm, v =1 3 m/s, t =0.88 ms;

(f) ∆ = 8.44 mm, v = 16 m/s, t =0.833 ms; (g) ∆ = 9.42 mm, v = 20 m/s, t =0.7 ms
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The dynamic analysis shows that the mathematical model presented in the Chapter 4

to calculate the collapse load and the locking strain for the GHS is correct and applicable to

graded structures provided the maximum thickness to length ratio of cells falls under 0.25,

and the impact velocities are low. In other words, equations 4.12 and 4.14 are valid for

graded structures of long thin inclined cell walls under low strain rates.

Figure 5.2: Dynamic stress-strain response of the GHS in the Y direction at different impact
velocities

5.3 GHS modes under high loading rates

Figure 5.3 shows the deformation modes of the GHS at 30 m/s. The GHS undergoes

an invariant ‘I’ mode for all high speed cases. However, unlike quasi static and low dynamic

impact cases, deformation initiates from the proximal end followed by a new crushing front

from the distal end. Figure 5.3a shows the deformation of the GHS after 24µs . Deformation

is localized in layer 6. Once the crushing is exhausted in layer 6, layers1-5 start to deform. It

may be noted that deformation in this stage is homogenous in layers 1-5 as shown in Figure

5.3b. After 10 µs , deformation is completely localized in layer 1 as shown in Figure 5.3c and

subsequent deformation follows the same pattern as that of quasi-static and low dynamic

impact cases; the crushing front shifts from layer 1 to layer 2 and layer 2 to layer 3 and so

forth.
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(a) ∆ = 0.70 mm, (t =2.43 µs )

(b) ∆ = 1.58 mm, (t =5.52 µs )

(c) ∆ = 2.75 mm, (t =10.00 µs )

Figure 5.3: Deformation of the GHS at 30 m/s impact velocity. (a) ∆ = 0.70 mm, (t =2.43

µs ); (b) ∆ = 1.58 mm, (t =5.52 µs ); (c) ∆ = 2.75 mm, (t =10.00 µs )

Figure 5.4 shows deformation modes for the GHS at 60 m/s impact velocity. Crushing

initiates from the proximal end, and layers 6 and 5 are completely crushed before localized

deformation enters the homogenous phase where the remaining intact layers undergo almost

uniform deformation. Figure 5.4b shows the stage where crushing initiates from the distal

end.

(a) ∆ = 3.62 mm, (t =64.47 µs )

(b) ∆ = 6.81 mm, (t =12.12 µs )

Figure 5.4: Deformation of the GHS at 60 m/s impact velocity. (a) ∆ = 3.62 mm, (t =64.47

µs ); (b) ∆ = 6.81 mm, (t =123.12 µs )
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(a) ∆ = 1.09 mm, (t =11.20 µs )

(b) ∆ = 3.03 mm, (t =31.73 µs )

(c) ∆ = 5.08 mm, (t =54.10 µs )

(d) ∆ = 7.30 mm, (t =78.96 µs )

(e) ∆ = 8.35 mm, (t =90.76 µs )

(f) ∆ = 9.61 mm, (t =105.04 µs )

Figure 5.5: Deformation of the GHS at 100 m/s impact velocity. (a) ∆ = 1.09 mm, (t =11.20

µs ); (b) ∆ = 3.03 mm, (t =31.73 µs ); (c) ∆ = 5.08 mm, (t =54.10 µs ); (d) ∆ = 7.30 mm, (t

=78.96 µs ); (e) ∆ = 8.35 mm, (t =90.76 µs ); (f) ∆ = 9.61 mm, (t =105.04 µs )

For impact velocities above 80 m/s, the homogeneous deformation phase and the second

crushing front (at the distal end) were not observed. Figure 5.5 shows the deformation of the

GHS at 100 m/s impact velocity. The GHS undergoes a completely reversed deformation
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sequence. Layer 6 crushes first followed by layers 5, 4, 3, 2 and then 1, as compared to quasi-

static and low dynamic impact cases.

5.4 Stress-strain curves for high impact velocity

Figure 5.6 shows the stress strain curves at 30, 60 and 100 m/s impact velocities for

the GHS. The data is very noisy due to the fact that it was collected from the contact

deceleration pulse of plate, A. The force pulse obtained from ‘internal energy curve’

integration, as was done in quasi-static and low dynamic impact cases, did not produce the

actual force due to high artificial energy (energy consumed in hourglass control).

Notwithstanding noisy data, the effect of a high loading rate in terms of a higher crushing

strength is evident. Furthermore, Equation 4.14 does not hold true for these cases, and a new

model needs to be developed to take into account the increase in crushing strength and a

different sequence of deformation.

Figure 5.6: The stress-strain response of the GHS at 30, 60, and 100 m/s impact velocity
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Comparing quasi-static and low dynamic impact cases with high dynamic impact cases, two

important factors require explanation. First, the inertia of the GHS affects the overall

response of the system, and, second, a stress wave is generated from the proximal end and

propagates through the GHS. In quasi-static and low dynamic impact cases, the force on the

support plate, B and the impact plate, A, is same. For high impact velocities, the force on the

support plate, B, is larger than the force pulse on plate, A, by an amount equal to the mass

times the acceleration of the GHS. This difference reflects the effect of the system inertia.

Second, a high loading rate affects the propagation of the structural shock wave. When the

stress-strain curve is convex toward the strain axis, the plastic wave travels with an

increasing speed, resulting in a shock wave front. This plastic wave moves from layer to

layer, deforming each layer to its final size and shape as it passes. Figure 5.7 shows the

position of the precursor elastic wave and the plastic wave preceding the shock front as the

deformation progresses.

Figure 5.7: Propagation of precursor elastic and successor plastic wave

Plastic wave

Elastic wave
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Figure 5.7 (Continued.)

Figure 5.7 (Continued.)

5.5 Mathematical model for high velocity impact

As mentioned before, materials having convex stress-strain curves are prone to

produce shocks under impact. Jahsman[56] used non-linear shock theory to model the

behavior of synthetic foams under impact compression. Zarestsky and Ben-Dor[57]

developed a model based upon a more complex theoretical stress-strain relationship for

Plastic wave

Elastic wave

Plastic wave

Elastic wave
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polymeric foams. Reid et al.[53-54] analyzed a one dimensional ring system and developed

an analytical model to predict the crushing strength and deflection. They used the plastic

wave theory applied to the dynamic deformation of metal cylinders developed by Lee et al

[58-59]. Due to the nature of the equations used in that model, a solution can only be

achieved numerically [60]. Reid et al. [61], in another attempt to understand the behavior of

wood, presented a model for low density cellular structures by assuming a rigid, perfectly

plastic material. The model was further refined by D. Ruan et.al [51].The approach used by

D. Ruan will be used as a starting point here to predict the behavior of the GHS under

impact.

Figure 5.8: Typical stress-strain curve idealized as rigid, perfectly plastic, behavior followed

by complete locking

Assume plate, A, hits the GHS of length ‘l0’ with velocity ‘Vo’. An idealized stress-strain

curve is shown in Figure 5.8. As the plate hits the GHS, a shock wave is generated which

travels along the ‘Y’ direction [62-64]. Downstream of this wave, the stress rises to ‘σp’

while layers remain intact and at rest. Upstream of this wave front, the stress is ‘σdc’ and the

crushed portion moves with the instantaneous velocity of plate, A, this velocity decreases

σp

σ

εεd

σdc
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with time as the deformation shifts to other layers. Figure 5.9 shows the stage of the crushing

process at time‘t’.

Figure 5.9: Sketch of a mass M impacting an initially stationary GHS

The energy of plate, A, just before impact is 0.5MV0
2.Where M is the mass of the rigid plate,

A. According to total energy conservation, the kinetic energy of rigid plate, A, will be equal

to the kinetic energy of the rigid plate at time t plus the kinetic energy of the crushed portion

of the GHS plus the energy consumed in plastic deformation.

2 ' 2 '
00.5 0.5( )

1
d

s dc
d

MV Al M V Al
ερ σ
ε

= + +
−

(5.1)

l0

l

M

M

σdc, ρs σp, ρ

Vo

V
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where A is the cross-sectional area of the GHS (assumed to be constant throughout the

deformation process), l is the length of the crushed portion, V is the instantaneous velocity of

plate, A, at time t, sρ is the density of the material and dε is the locking strain.

The plastic wave speed is given by

( )dc p
p

d

C
σ σ

ε ρ
−

= (5.2)

where ρ is the cellular density of the GHS.

Conservation of momentum for an element at the wavefront for a time increment ∆t requires

that

( )dc p s pA t AC tVσ σ ρ− ∆ = ∆

dc p s pC Vσ σ ρ= +  

2(1 )s d
dc p

d

Vρ εσ σ
ε
−

= +  (5.3)

From equation 4.14

2 '
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(0.5 )
(1 ) 1

0.5( )

d
dc

s d d
dc p

d s

MV Al

Al M

εσ
ρ ε εσ σ
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−
− −

= +
+

(5.4)

The above equation shows that as l increases, dcσ decreases. For an initial crushing strength, l

= 0, equation 5.4 reduces to

2
0

(1 )s d
dc p

d

V
ρ εσ σ

ε
−

= +  (5.5)

when
1s

d

ρρ
ε

=
−

is substituted , Equation 5.5 reduces to
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2
0dc p

d

V
ρσ σ
ε

= +  (5.6)

Then applying the putting plateau stress expression from equation 4.14, the above equation

becomes

2
2

02[ (sin cos )]( )(sin cos )dc y
d

d
V

c l l d

ρσ σ
φ δφ φ φ δφ φ ε

= +
+ + − +

(5.7)

Hence, the crushing stress is influenced by the square of the impact velocity.

Figure 5.10 Comparison between theory and FE analysis at 30 m/s impact velocity

Figure 5.11 Comparison between theory and FE analysis at 60 m/s impact velocity
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Figure 5.12 Comparison between theory and FE analysis at 100 m/s impact velocity

Figure 5.13 Comparison between theory and FE analysis at 200 m/s impact velocity

Figure 5.14 Comparison between theory and FE analysis at 340 m/s impact velocity
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Figures 5.10-5.14 show the output of Equation 5.7 superimposed on the GHS stress-strain

curves at 30, 60, 100, 200 and 350 m/s impact velocity, respectively. In spite of the noisy

data, the plateau regimes are discernible. The increase in crushing strength and consistency

of equation 5.7 for high impact velocities is also evident. The enhancement of the initial

crush strength is due micro-inertial effect in which the cell walls undergo axial compression

instead of bending and which, delays the primary deformation. The second phase of

deformation, when the cell walls start bending and/or buckling, results in cell softening.

Structures showing this type of behavior are called Type II structures [65-70]. For the

medium impact velocity range where two crushing fronts appear with some degree of

uniform global deformation of intact layers, Equation 5.7 requires modification. These

modifications would depend on the understanding of the rationale of stress enhancement at a

detailed level and the factors that cause the crushing front to shift from the distal end to the

proximal end. This topic is under investigation and defines a pathway to future work.

Figure 5.15: Total energy absorbed by the GHS at different impact velocities
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Figure 5.15 depicts the comparison of total energy absorbed for the cases under discussion.

The values are determined by integrating the ‘Force vs. Displacement’ curves. Shock theory

overestimates the total energy as compared to the finite element simulation. However, it

correctly captures the trend and pattern of the FE curve. The lower energy values in the

simulation may be due to the noisy data and/or computational instability of the iteration

process at the start and end of simulations.

5.6 Energy absorption performance of the GHS w.r.t regular honeycombs

The performance of the GHS was evaluated with respect to the regular honeycomb

structure (RHS) under dynamic loading. The RHS had the same unit cell shape as that of the

GHS with a constant wall thickness of 0.05 mm for all layers. The mechanical behavior of

both structures is shown in Figure 5-16.  

 

(a)

Figure 5.16: Comparison of the dynamic response of GHS and RHS in the Y direction (a) v =

1 m/s; (b) v = 3 m/s; (c) v = 6 m/s; (d) v = 9 m/s; (e) v = 20 m/s
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(b)

Figure 5.16 (Continued.)

(c)

Figure 5.16 (Continued.)

(d)

Figure 5.16 (Continued.)
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(e)

Figure 5.16 (Continued.)

At 1 m/s impact velocity, the stress on the rigid plate, B, of the RHS smoothly rises from an

elastic to a plateau level of 0.012 MPa. For the GHS, the stress after an initial peak of 0.02

MPa stabilizes at roughly 0.01 MPa. At 0.08 strain, the lower inclined walls of the cells in

layer 1 come in contact with rigid plate, B, and raise the stress to .044 MPa. This reduces to

.013 MPa upon collapse of the upper inclined walls. At 3 m/s, the RHS is compromised at

0.85 strain, and afterwards the stress rises sharply. In the case of the GHS, an average stress

of 0.02 MPa is maintained on rigid plate, B, until layer 2 starts deforming followed by layer

3. The collapse of layer 2 at 0.16 strain keeps the stress roughly at 0.2 MPa (see Figure

5.16b). As the impact velocity increases rigid plate, B, of the RHS, experiences higher and

higher reactive stress at the end of the stroke. For the GHS, the stress level rises in steps.

However, the rise in the stress levels remains very low as compare to the RHS (Figures

5.16c-e).
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Figure 5.17: Energy curves of RHS at 1 m/s impact velocity

Figure 5.18: Energy curves of GHS at 1 m/s impact velocity

Figure 5.17 shows the kinetic, internal, elastic and plastic energy curves for the RHS at 1 m/s

impact velocity. The structure absorbs 2.03 mJ of plastic energy and 0.34 mJ of elastic

energy, of which, 77 % (0.264 mJ) is released to do negative work on the rigid plate, A, by

the structure. The remaining elastic energy is trapped in the structure and reduces the

rebound. The internal energy of the structure, which is equal to the sum of elastic, plastic and

artificial energies, is 2.12 mJ at the end of the stroke. The rigid plate, A, comes to rest at 4.3

ms and rebounds with a velocity of 0.316 m/s (see Figure 5.19) 
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Figure 5.19: Velocity variation of the rigid plate ‘A’ in deforming the GHS and the RHS

The rigid plate, A, rebounds from the GHS at 3.2 ms with a velocity of 0.129 m/s, and the

structure absorbs 2.32, 2.20 and 0.1 mJ of internal, plastic and elastic energies respectively as

shown in Figure 5.17. In this case, 50% of the elastic energy is trapped in the structure. It can

be seen that the rebound of the rigid plate, A, from GHS is almost 57% lower than from the

RHS. The plastic energy absorbed by the GHS is 8% higher than the RHS whereas the elastic

energy, which is directly responsible for the rebound, is almost 70% lower than the RHS.

Table 5.1 lists the plastic energy and the rebound velocity of the RHS and the GHS for all the

cases. Except for the 3 m/s impact velocity, the GHS absorbs more plastic energy than the

RHS and produces a less severe retardation-acceleration transition phase to the rigid plate, A.

Figure 5.20 shows plots relating the impact velocity and corresponding percentage of stroke

utilized, for the RHS and the GHS. It can be seen that the RHS utilizes 85% stroke at a 3 m/s

impact velocity. Any further increase in impact velocity produces a higher peak reactive

force on the rigid plate, B, at the end of the deformation process. The GHS shows roughly a

linear relationship between the impact velocity and the stroke until it reaches 20 m/s where

the curve flattens out. This is because the structure has no room to deform any further.
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Table 5.1: Rebound velocity and plastic energy of the RHS and the GHS for different impact

velocities

RHS GHS
Impact

Velocity
(m/s)

Plastic energy
(mJ)

Rebound
velocity

(m/s)

Plastic energy
(mJ)

Rebound
velocity (m/s)

1 2.03 0.316 2.20 0.183
3 20.84 0.457 19.98 0.644
6 85.25 1.083 84.57 0.798
9 143.00 4.280 193.00 1.059
13 368.00 4.640 410.00 1.174
16 525.00 6.723 622.00 1.211
20 769.00 9.570 956.00 2.792

Figure 5.20: Utilization of stroke for different impact velocities

The direction of the grading is important from an application standpoint. If the GHS had to

protect the rigid plate, A, then grading would have been opposite; i.e., bigger/soft cells would
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have been on top (proximal end). That type of cell arrangement would eliminate the initial

spike in the reactive force observed on rigid plate, A, in the FE analysis (Figure 5.21).

Figure 5.21: Stress on the rigid plate, A, of the GHS

5.7 Cell shape

To investigate the variation of the plateau stress and the locking strain with a shape

change from a common hexagonal honeycomb cell to a banana peel cell, a program was

written in MATLAB. The shape transformation was carried out by moving the inclined walls

of a regular unit cell (l = c = 3mm, and 30=φ ) first in the X direction and then in the Y

direction as shown in Figure 5.22. The output is presented in Figures 5.23-5.24. The curves

for different wall thickness in Figure 5.23 show that as the angle, φ, increases, the plateau

stress decreases. However, the decrease in stress after 630 is not that significant. Figure 5.24

shows the variation of the locking strain with respect to, φ. The curves reveal a decrease in

the locking strain with increasing, φ, but the rate of decrease of locking strain with respect to

‘φ’ increases sharply after 630. This short analysis shows that the cells in a banana peel

collapse at lower loads without excessively sacrificing the stroke as well as the structural

integrity.
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Figure 5.22: Transformation of the hexagonal honeycomb cell shape into a banana peel cell

shape. (a) Regular cell; (b) Intermediate shape; (c) banana peel cell shape

Figure 5.23: Variation of the plateau stress for different wall thickness and wall angle

Figure 5.24: Variation of the locking strain for different wall thickness and wall angle

Hexagonal cell
wall angle

Banana
peel cell
wall angle

Hexagonal cell
wall angle

Banana peel cell
wall angle
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusions

The graded structure in a banana peel acts as an energy absorber. The graded section

exhibits superior energy absorption properties with respect to a solid section. The ‘collapsing

mechanism’ of cells reduces the impact load substantially at the cost of a long stroke. The

structure absorbs most of the kinetic energy in an irreversible form that results in a lower

rebound and, consequently, a less severe retardation-acceleration phase. The material

composition and cell size assist the ‘collapse mechanism’ to commence from the distal end

which further mitigates collapse damages.

In comparison with regular honeycombs, the graded structure reacts to impact loads

intelligently. The structure develops a balance among the stress/impact load, stroke and the

structural integrity. When the foreign object (at low velocity) hits the structure, load is

transferred to the least stiff layer on the distal end and ‘the collapse mechanism’ initiates

from there. The crushing of cells keeps the stress constant. If the layer is completely crushed

and the object still has energy to cause damage (to the object being protected) the next layer

starts deforming. This extension of the crushing zone appears as a step rise in the plateau

stress. When the second layer is collapsed completely, the crushing process shifts to the next

layer and this process continues until either the object is completely stopped or the entire

structure is compromised. This stepwise crushing process keeps the stress/load lower for a

higher velocity range and consequently, provides a more flexible, space limited, operating

environment than regular honeycombs with almost the same height. The irreversible plastic

energy which is the major portion of the internal energy implicitly dictates the amount of
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energy available for rebound. As the graded structure absorbs more plastic energy, the object

undergoes a less severe retardation-acceleration phase as compared to regular honeycombs

discussed in this research study. The linear relationship between the stroke and the impact

velocity indicates that a graded structure wisely utilizes the stroke as the impact energy

increases and neutralizes the impact before the end of the stroke. Furthermore, layers intact

after the first hit provide protection in case of subsequent hits. This ensures reliability and

repeatability. The slender cell shape in the graded packing produces a balance between

functionality and compactness of the GHS. The arrangement of the inclined walls at 630

results in more cells in a confined space and a lower plateau stress at the cost of little

reduction in the locking strain. The theoretical expression derived for calculating crushing

strength for regular honeycombs estimates lower values of the plateau stress for graded

structures with respect to the FE analysis. The expression is revised by taking into account

the large strain and plastic zone found in FE simulations. The modified model calculates a

plateau stress which is consistent with FE results in the quasi-static analysis. It also gives a

good approximation of the plateau stress for cases where dynamic effects are low.

Under high speed impact, a plastic shock wave traveling through the graded structure

governs the collapsing mechanism. It passes through every layer compressing it to a final

stage. The dynamic crushing strength of the graded structure is higher than the static crushing

strength. The difference depends upon the impact velocity, mass of impact plate, mass and

cellular density of the graded structure. A simple mathematical model based upon the

findings of Reid et al on wood samples is presented. The model gives a good approximation

for the dynamic plateau stress and correctly captures the form of the variation of total
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absorbed energy with increasing dynamic effects. It, however, quantitatively overestimates

the total absorbed energy.

6.2 Future Work

As discussed before, under medium dynamic loading two crushing fronts appear in

the graded structure. One initiates from the distal end and the other from the proximal end.

Furthermore, the uncrushed portion of the structure accelerates in the initial phase of

crushing and decelerates as the crushing ends. An analytical model capturing this behavior of

a graded structure is still under investigation. The velocity at which a graded structure

changes mode (i.e., from single crushing front to two crushing fronts), and the critical

velocity at which full locking is achieved are additional parameters that will be studied in

future. The high speed analytical model based upon shock wave theory gives a good first

order approximation of the increased crushing strength for a graded structure. However, it is

not accurate enough to determine the behavior of a graded structure after full locking occurs

since the rigid, perfectly plastic material model does not allow for reflection of the plastic

wave from the fixed end. A bilinear or power hardening material model with the inclusion of

a precursor elastic wave would likely give a better estimate of the crushing strength for the

graded structure. Lastly, an experimental study of the graded structure for a range of

velocities would certainly provide a useful benchmark to validate the analytical models and

finite element results presented in this thesis.
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APPENDIX A

A.1 Classical theory of plasticity (CTP)

The subject of CTP is used to explain the mathematical relationships, between stress

and strain for plastically deformed materials; more generally called the constitutive equations

of plastic deformation of metal and other selected engineering materials.

The four fundamental elements of CTP are given below

1) Yield strength

The initial yield point of the material should be known since for stress values lower

than this value deformation is linear and the correspondence between σ and ε is one to one.

For stress values higher than the yield strength, the deformation is non-linear and history

dependent. Generalized to the three-dimensional case, an initial yield surface should be

known and can be written in the following form:

F (σ,σY
0) = 0 (a.1)

Where σY
0 is the initial yield stress.

2) Yield surface

The growth of subsequent yield surfaces should be understood. In general, the yield

strength is not a constant except for perfectly plastic materials or in the small region of

plastic flow of mild steels. Thus the subsequent yield strength should be known.

Generally

σY = σY(αi) (I = 1,2,3…..,n) (a.2)

Where αi, I = 1, 2, 3,…,n, are all possible hardening parameters such as the equivalent

plastic strain and internal variables. In one-dimensional problems, only one hardening
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parameter is required to determine the stress strain curve in the plastic region. For

example, the hardening parameter, α = εP, is enough to describe the loading case.

According to the history dependent nature of the total εP, it should be calculated by

εP =
p pd dtε ε ε= =∫ ∫ & (a.3)

From Figure A.1 it can be shown that

1 1
( )p e

t t

d d
d d d d d

E E E E

σ σα ε ε ε σ= = − = − = − (a.4)

and in rate form

1 1
( )

tE E
α σ= −& & (a.5)

Where E is the Young’s modulus and Et is the tangent modulus at a given stress level. In

the case of linear hardening, Et is a constant, but in the general non-linear case shown in

Figure A.1, Et is a function of stress and plastic strain:

Et = Et(σ,εP) (a.6)

Then the general form of equation a.4 becomes

( , , )α α σ σ α=& & & (a.7)

α& needs to be a linear , homogeneous function of σ& in order to describe the rate-

independent behavior. Equation a.7 should be written as

( , )α α σ σ α=& & & (a.8)

or equivalently

1( , )pd dα α σ α α= (a.9)
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where α1 is a non-linear function of σ and α and represents experimental observations.

Equation a.9 can be generalized for the three –dimensional case as

( , ) :i i iα φ ασ σ=& (a10)

or equivalently

( , ) :p
i id dα φ σ α σ= (a.11)

where φi , i = 1, 2,…..,n, are second-,third-, or fourth-order tensor –valued functions of σ

and αi, depending on whether αi is a scalar, vector, or second-order tensor-valued

hardening parameter. Equation a.10/a.11 is the evolution or constitutive equation for the

hardening parameters, αi. Once the current values of the three hardening parameters are

determined from the evolution equation a.10/a.11 by the stress path or history, they can

be substituted into the expression of the yield surface to obtain the current or subsequent

yield surface

F(σ,αi) = 0 ( I=1,2…..,n) (a.12)

During elastic deformation no plastic deformation will occur, and the yield surface will

remain unchanged, with

αi = 0

3) Constitutive equations for plastic deformation

The process of formulation of constitutive equations for plastic deformation is central to

plasticity theory. These equations should be in rate or increment form because of path

dependence and rate in-sensitivity. After some mathematical steps the following

relationship can be obtained
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Figure A.1: Uniaxial true stress-strain curve [71]

The total strain rate is represented by

1 1( ) : ( ) :p pC d C dorε ε σα σ α− −= + = +& & (a.13)

Inverting this relationship,

1 1 1 1[ ] : [ ] :p pC d C dorε σ εσ α α− − − −= + = +&& (a.14)

4) Loading-Unloading criteria

The loading –unloading criteria must be specified because the constitutive equations for

hardening parameters and plastic strains are different for plastic loading and elastic

loading and unloading. This is the main difference between nonlinear elasticity theory

and plasticity theory. Therefore, to describe elastic-plastic behavior by the plasticity

theory, it is necessary to identify the process as belonging to plastic loading or elastic

unloading. Loading and unloading represent a deformation process starting from a plastic

state and continuing to deform plastically and then returning to the elastic state and
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continuing to deform plastically and then returning to the elastic region. A previous

plastic state is always implied. For a hardening material under uniaxial loading, shown in

Figure A.1, this means that the stress point is on the curve and satisfies the yield

condition

σc-σY(εp) = 0 (a.15)

Where σc is the stress at point C (Figure A.1). The following equations represent the

loading and unloading criterion:

dσ≥ 0 for loading (a.16)

dσ≤ 0 for unloading (a.17)

The four fundamental elements of plastic deformation discussed above constitute a

theory of plasticity. Based on these elements material models like isotropic, kinematic or

mixed hardening can be developed. Please read [71-77] for further details of those

models.
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APPENDIX B

B.1 Propagation velocity

Figure B.1 represents an element of a solid bar, of cross-sectional area A and density

r, through which is propagating a stress wave. At the point x, the stress is s, but at a short

distance, dx, further down the bar the stress is (s
u

dx
x

∂
+

∂
). The strain in the element ε

therefore equals

u
u dx u ux

x x

∂+ ⋅ − ∂∂ =
∂ ∂

(b.1)

Figure B.1: Propagation of a stress wave in a solid bar [4]

Assuming that the bar remains within its elastic region in which σ=Eε, where E is Young’s

modulus for the material, the stress associated with the strain
u

x

∂
∂

is
u

E
x

∂
⋅
∂

The resultant force on the element is ( A dx
x

σ∂
⋅

∂
), which, on substitution from Equation b.1,

becomes
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2

2

u
AE dx

x

∂
∂

(b.2)

Newton’s second law for the element gives

2 2

2 2
.

u u
AE dx Adx

x t
ρ∂ ∂

=
∂ ∂

(b.3)

i.e.,

2 2

2 2

u E u

t xρ
∂ ∂

= ⋅
∂ ∂

(b.4)

The solution for this equation is

sin ( )
E

u a b x t
ρ

= − ⋅ (b.5)

Where a and b are arbitrary constants. Equation b.5 describes the way in which the

displacement u of a point varies with time and position. For example, if we take a ‘snapshot’

view at a particular value of t, u varies sinusoidally with x and similarly u varies sinusoidally

with time at a particular location x. In order to determine how fast the wave is traveling, a

relationship between x and t for a particular value of u is needed. For example, take the peak

value for u. At this value u = a which requires that

( ) 2
2

E
b x t n

π π
ρ

− ⋅ = +  (n = 1, 2……) (b.6)

Then

1
( 2 )

2

E
x n t

b

π π
ρ

= + +  (b.7)

Therefore
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Speed of wave = c =
dx E

dt ρ
= (b.8)

B.2 Particle velocity

A compressive stress wave is suddenly applied to the left end of the bar of cross-

sectional area A and density ρ. After time t, the wave front has traveled a distance of

E tρ ⋅ and after a time increment of tδ , the extra distance traveled by the wave front

is E tδρ ⋅ . The impulse delivered by a stress wave to the bar during this time increment is

A tσ δ . This impulse will cause an increase and in turn a change in moment of every particle

in the region as shown in Figure B.2.

A tσ δ =m. ν =
E

A tρ δ ν
ρ

⋅ ⋅ (b.9)

Where ‘m’ is the mass of the region and ν is the particle velocity acquired. So,

E

σν
ρ

= (b.10)

Figure B.2: Stress wavefront causing a particle velocity increment [4]
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APPENDIX C

C.1 Effect of size on stiffness

In order to determine the effect of size on stiffness, a nine element 2D truss structure

representing the shape of the cell found in a banana peel, was developed by writing finite

element code in MATLAB. The output of that code with constant force is presented in

Figures C.1-C.4.

Figure C.1 shows the variation in stiffness with respect to cell size. The cell size is expressed

in terms of top or bottom (not used in code) element length. The length of the inclined

element(s) is related to top or bottom element by a constant ratio found via raster image

mapping. The figure shows that stiffness is inversely proportional to the size of the cell.

Figure C.2 shows the 10th order polynomial curve approximating the stiffness-cell size curve.

This numeric expression is useful if one wants to know how much the stiffness given the size

of the cell.

Figure C.3 depicts almost a linear relationship between total nodal displacements of Nodes 2

and 3 in the Y direction versus the size of the cell. For small size, nodes 2 and 3 undergo

smaller displacements. Under constant load the stiffness increases. Figure C.4 displays the

effect of size on stiffness over the permissible cell size range.
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Figure C.2: 10th order polynomial approximating stiffness vs. size curve

Figure C.1: Variation of cell stiffness w.r.t. cell size
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C.2 MATLAB Code

clear all

close all

clc;

Length=3;

Figure C.3: Variation in nodal displacement w.r.t. cell size

Figure C.4: Cell stiffness within the permissible cell size range
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b=Length/1.5;

h=b;

g=1;

dL=0.1;

%Global loop for the whole program

while (Length>0)

%*********%define paramters*********%

%node 1 co-ordinates

x(1)=Length;

y(1)=0;

%node 2 co-ordinates

x(2)=Length+h;

y(2)=b/2;

%node 3 co-ordinates

x(3)=Length;

y(3)=b;

%node 4 co-ordinates

x(4)=0;

y(4)=b;

%node 5 co-ordinates

x(5)=0-h;

y(5)=b/2;

%node 5 co-ordinates

x(6)=0;

y(6)=0;
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%calculate the length of elements

for i=1:5

Le(i) = sqrt((x(i+1)-x(i))^2+(y(i+1)-y(i))^2);

end

%CENETERAL ELEMENTS LENGTHS

Le(6) = sqrt((x(2)-x(6))^2+(y(2)-y(6))^2);

Le(7) = sqrt((x(3)-x(6))^2+(y(3)-y(6))^2);

Le(8) = sqrt((x(4)-x(1))^2+(y(4)-y(1))^2);

Le(9) = sqrt((x(5)-x(1))^2+(y(5)-y(1))^2);

%define the area

A=1;

%define material properties

E=68900;

%***************develop element stiffness matrix**************%

%Develop direction cosines L and M for elements

for i=1:5

L(i)=(x(i+1)-x(i))/Le(i);

M(i)=(y(i+1)-y(i))/Le(i);

end

%initialize the 'Ke'array

for i=1:4

for j=1:12

for k=1:12

Ke(i,j,k)=0;

end
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end

end

%DEVELOP DIRECTION COSINES L AND M FOR CENTRAL ELEMENTS

L(6)=(x(2)-x(6))/Le(6);

M(6)=(y(2)-y(6))/Le(6);

L(7)=(x(3)-x(6))/Le(7);

M(7)=(y(3)-y(6))/Le(7);

L(8)=(x(4)-x(1))/Le(8);

M(8)=(y(4)-y(1))/Le(8);

L(9)=(x(5)-x(1))/Le(9);

M(9)=(y(5)-y(1))/Le(9);

%Element Stiffness Matrix

for i=1:9

Ke(i,1,1)= (A*E/Le(i))* L(i)^2 ;

Ke(i,1,2)= (A*E/Le(i))* L(i)*M(i) ;

Ke(i,1,3)= (A*E/Le(i))* -L(i)^2 ;

Ke(i,1,4)= (A*E/Le(i))* -L(i)*M(i) ;

Ke(i,2,1)= (A*E/Le(i))* L(i)*M(i) ;

Ke(i,2,2)= (A*E/Le(i))* M(i)^2 ;

Ke(i,2,3)= (A*E/Le(i))* -L(i)*M(i) ;

Ke(i,2,4)= (A*E/Le(i))* -M(i)^2 ;

Ke(i,3,1)= (A*E/Le(i))* -L(i)^2 ;
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Ke(i,3,2)= (A*E/Le(i))* -L(i)*M(i) ;

Ke(i,3,3)= (A*E/Le(i))* L(i)^2 ;

Ke(i,3,4)= (A*E/Le(i))* L(i)*M(i) ;

Ke(i,4,1)= (A*E/Le(i))* -L(i)*M(i) ;

Ke(i,4,2)= (A*E/Le(i))* -M(i)^2 ;

Ke(i,4,3)= (A*E/Le(i))* L(i)*M(i) ;

Ke(i,4,4)= (A*E/Le(i))* M(i)^2 ;

end

%develop global stiffness matrix

K = zeros(12);

for i=1:4

for j=1:4

K(i,j)=Ke(1,i,j);

end

end

for i=3:6

for j=3:6

K(i,j)=Ke(1,i,j)+Ke(2,i-2,j-2);

end

end

for i=5:8

for j=5:8

K(i,j)=Ke(2,i-2,j-2)+Ke(3,i-4,j-4);
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end

end

for i=7:10

for j=7:10

K(i,j)=Ke(3,i-4,j-4)+Ke(4,i-6,j-6);

end

end

for i=9:12

for j=9:12

K(i,j)=Ke(4,i-6,j-6)+Ke(5,i-8,j-8);

end

end

%FILL THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR CENTRAL ELEMENTS

%ELEMENT 6

K(11,11)= K(11,11)+Ke(6,1,1); K(11,12)= K(11,12)+Ke(6,1,2);

K(11,3) = K(11,3)+Ke(6,1,3); K(11,4) = K(11,4)+Ke(6,1,4);

K(12,11)= K(12,11)+Ke(6,2,1); K(12,12)= K(12,12)+Ke(6,2,2);

K(12,3) = K(12,3)+Ke(6,2,3); K(12,4) = K(12,4)+Ke(6,2,4);

K(3,11) = K(3,11) +Ke(6,3,1); K(3,12) = K(3,12) +Ke(6,3,2);

K(3,3) = K(3,3) +Ke(6,3,3); K(3,4) = K(3,4) +Ke(6,3,4);

K(4,11) = K(4,11) +Ke(6,4,1); K(4,12) = K(4,12) +Ke(6,4,2);

K(4,3) = K(4,3) +Ke(6,4,3); K(4,4) = K(4,4) +Ke(6,4,4);
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%ELEMENT 7

K(11,11)= K(11,11)+Ke(7,1,1); K(11,12)= K(11,12)+Ke(7,1,2);

K(11,5) = K(11,5)+Ke(7,1,3); K(11,6) = K(11,6)+Ke(7,1,4);

K(12,11)= K(12,11)+Ke(7,2,1); K(12,12)= K(12,12)+Ke(7,2,2);

K(12,5) = K(12,5)+Ke(7,2,3); K(12,6) = K(12,6)+Ke(7,2,4);

K(5,11) = K(5,11) +Ke(7,3,1); K(5,12) = K(5,12) +Ke(7,3,2);

K(5,5) = K(5,5) +Ke(7,3,3); K(5,6) = K(5,6) +Ke(7,3,4);

K(6,11) = K(6,11) +Ke(7,4,1); K(6,12) = K(6,12) +Ke(7,4,2);

K(6,5) = K(6,5) +Ke(7,4,3); K(6,6) = K(6,6) +Ke(7,4,4);

%ELEMENT 8

K(1,1) = K(1,1)+Ke(8,1,1); K(1,2) = K(1,2)+Ke(8,1,2);

K(1,7) = K(1,7)+Ke(8,1,3); K(1,8) = K(1,8)+Ke(8,1,4);

K(2,1) = K(2,1)+Ke(8,2,1); K(2,2) = K(2,2)+Ke(8,2,2);

K(2,7) = K(2,7)+Ke(8,2,3); K(2,8) = K(2,8)+Ke(8,2,4);

K(7,1) = K(7,1)+Ke(8,3,1); K(7,2) = K(7,2)+Ke(8,3,2);

K(7,7) = K(7,7)+Ke(8,3,3); K(7,8) = K(7,8)+Ke(8,3,4);

K(8,1) = K(8,1)+Ke(8,4,1); K(8,2) = K(8,2)+Ke(8,4,2);

K(8,7) = K(8,7)+Ke(8,4,3); K(8,8) = K(8,8)+Ke(8,4,4);

%ELEMENT 9

K(1,1) = K(1,1) +Ke(9,1,1); K(1,2) = K(1,2) +Ke(9,1,2);

K(1,9) = K(1,9) +Ke(9,1,3); K(1,10) = K(1,10) +Ke(9,1,4);

K(2,1) = K(2,1) +Ke(9,2,1); K(2,2) = K(2,2) +Ke(9,2,2);

K(2,9) = K(2,9) +Ke(9,2,3); K(2,10) = K(2,10) +Ke(9,2,4);
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K(9,1) = K(9,1) +Ke(9,3,1); K(9,2) = K(9,2) +Ke(9,3,2);

K(9,9) = K(9,9) +Ke(9,3,3); K(9,10) = K(9,10) +Ke(9,3,4);

K(10,1) = K(10,1)+Ke(9,4,1); K(10,2) = K(10,2)+Ke(9,4,2);

K(10,9) = K(10,9)+Ke(9,4,3); K(10,10)= K(10,10)+Ke(9,4,4);

%develop reduced stiffness matrix

Kr = K(3:10,3:10);

% Krr = K(6:8,6:8);

f4=1;

f5=1;

%develop element force vector

F=[0;0;0;-f4;0;-f5;0;0];

X(:,g) =(inv(Kr)*F);

Length=Length-dL;

b=Length/1.5;

h=b;

g=g+1;

end

z=[-3:dL:-.1];

figure (1)

subplot(2,2,1)

plot(-z,(-(X(4,:)+X(2,:))/(f4+f5)).^-1);

grid;

title('Cell stiffness vs Change in cell size');

xlabel('Change in cell size (in terms of length)(mm)');

ylabel('Cell stiffness(N/mm)');
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%legend('Q3','Q4','Q5','Q6');

%figure (2)

subplot(2,2,2)

plot(-z,(X(4,:)+X(2,:)));

grid;

title('Nodal displacement Vs Change in cell size');

xlabel('Change in cell size (in terms of length)(mm)');

ylabel('Nodal displacement(mm)');

subplot(2,2,3)

plot(-z,(-(X(4,:)+X(2,:))/(f4+f5)).^-1);

%grid;

title('Cell stiffness vs Change in cell size');

xlabel('Change in cell size (in terms of length)(mm)');

ylabel('Cell stiffness(N/mm)');

subplot(2,2,4)

plot(-z,(-(X(4,:)+X(2,:))/(f4+f5)).^-1);

grid;

title('Cell stiffness vs Change in cell size');

xlabel('Change in cell size (in terms of length)(mm)');

ylabel('Cell stiffness(N/mm)');

figure(2)

Length=3;
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b=Length/1.5;

h=b;

%node 1 co-ordinates

x1=Length;

y1=0;

%node 2 co-ordinates

x2=Length+h;

y2=b/2;

%node 3 co-ordinates

x3=Length;

y3=b;

%node 4 co-ordinates

x4=0;

y4=b;

%node 5 co-ordinates

x5=0-h;

y5=b/2;

%node 5 co-ordinates

x6=0;

y6=0;

XX1 =[x1 x2];

YY1 =[y1 y2];

XX2 =[x2 x3];
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YY2 =[y2 y3];

XX3 =[x3 x4];

YY3 =[y3 y4];

XX4 =[x4 x5];

YY4 =[y4 y5];

XX5 =[x5 x6];

YY5 =[y5 y6];

plot(XX1,YY1,XX2,YY2,XX3,YY3,XX4,YY4,XX5,YY5);
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APPENDIX D

D.1 Explicit method

Analytical solutions of the equations of motion are not possible if the excitation

changes arbitrarily or the system is nonlinear. In such situations, numerical integration

methods are useful. Numerical integration methods are used to solve differential equations

using small time steps, explicitly or implicitly. Both dynamic and static problems can be

solved by explicit or implicit methods.

The differences between the explicit and implicit methods make them suitable for different

situations. Explicit methods use less memory (storage) and have low computational cost over

implicit methods because

- Explicit methods use diagonal, lumped mass matrices so that the system to be solved

is uncoupled

- In explicit methods, no equilibrium iterations like Newton- Raphson are needed

The convergence problems that arise in implicit methods can be avoided using explicit

methods; however, stability could be an issue. Implicit methods are suitable for high-speed

dynamic and non-linear analysis such as crash simulations.

D.2 Central difference method

As explained earlier in the section 3.3, ABAQUS uses a central difference method to

solve differential equations numerically. Equilibrium is expressed at an instant where

displacements are known. Using this information, new equilibrium data is calculated for the

next time step. The implication of the method is that known information between the
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previous time step and the current one are used to calculate equilibrium for the current time

step. The solution of second order equation of motion is presented below

The equation of motion can be written as

i i i imu cu ku p+ + =&& &  (d.1)

Where m , c and k are mass, damping and stiffness constant respectively. p is an applied

force vector, and u, u& and u&& are displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors

respectively. For the next step the equation becomes:

1 1 1 1i i i imu cu ku p+ + + ++ + =&& &  (d.2)

This method is based on a finite difference approximation of the time derivatives of

displacement ( u& andu&& .) Taking constant time steps, it t∆ = ∆ , the central difference

expression for velocity and acceleration at time i are

1 1

2
i i

i

u u
u

t
+ −−

=
∆

& &
& (d.3)

1 1
2

2

( )
i i i

i

u u u
u

t
+ −− +

=
∆

& &
&&  (d.4)

Putting these approximate velocity and acceleration expressions into Equation d.1gives

1 1 1 1
2

2

( ) 2
i i i i i

i i

u u u u u
m c ku p

t t
+ − + −− + −

+ + =
∆ ∆

& & & &
 (d.5)

In this equation ui and ui-1 are known from the last step. Rearrangement of equation d.5 by

transferring unknown quantities on right hand side gives

1 12 2 2

2

( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( )i i i i

m c m c m
u p u k u

t t t t t+ −

     
+ = − − − −     ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆     

(d.6)

or
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1
1 1

ˆ ˆˆ ˆ .i i i iku p u p k −
+ += ⇒ = (d.7)

The solution for ui+1 at time i+1 is determined from the information at time i without using

equilibrium, Equation d.2, at time i+1. Such a method is called an explicit method. Other

methods used in numerical integration are theta, Wilson theta and Newmark method etc.

As can be seen during the time step, the velocity and acceleration remain constant, error (as

well stability) caused by this approximation directly depends upon the size of the time step.

In ABAQUS, additional error will appear if the time step is larger than the time for a

dilatational wave to cross any of the elements. If the error goes in to an unbounded phase,

simulation stops. Hence the mesh density plays an important role in the stability of a solution

and the computational cost. Smaller element sizes lead to smaller time steps thus a large

number of increments and a higher computational cost [22, 78].
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APPENDIX E

E.1 Contact pair

ABAQUS/Standard defines contact between two bodies in terms of two surfaces that

may interact; these surfaces are called a “contact pair.” ABAQUS/Standard defines “self-

contact” in terms of a single surface.

The order in which the two surfaces are specified on the contact pair option is critical

because of the manner in which surface interactions are discretized. For each node on the

first surface (the “slave” surface) ABAQUS/Standard attempts to find the closest point on the

second surface (the “master” surface) of the contact pair where the master surface's normal

passes through the node on the slave surface as shown in Figure E.1 . The interaction is then

discretized between the point on the master surface and the slave node.

Figure E.1: Methodology of finding the contact node on the slave surface [22]
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Slave surfaces must always be attached to deformable bodies. Rigid surfaces must always be

the master surface in the contact pair. Both surfaces in a contact pair cannot be rigid surfaces.

A node-based surface must always be the slave surface.

E.2 Constraint enforcement method

The contact formulation for the contact pair algorithm in ABAQUS implements two

types of constraint enforcing methods, kinematic and penalty.

E.2.1 Kinematic contact constraints

The kinematic method enforces strict contact conditions e.g. no penetration is

allowed. In a pure master-slave contact, in each increment of the analysis ABAQUS/Explicit

first advances the kinematic state of the model into a predicted configuration without

considering the contact conditions. ABAQUS/Explicit then determines which slave nodes in

the predicted configuration penetrate the master surface. The depth of each slave node's

penetration, the mass associated with it, and the time increment are used to calculate the

resisting force required to oppose penetration. For hard contact, this is the force which, had it

been applied during the increment, would have caused the slave node to exactly contact the

master surface. The next step depends on the type of master surface used.

- When the master surface is formed by element faces, the resisting forces of all the

slave nodes are distributed to the nodes on the master surface. The mass of each

contacting slave node is also distributed to the master surface nodes and added to

their mass to determine the total inertial mass of the contacting interfaces.
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ABAQUS/Explicit uses these distributed forces and masses to calculate an

acceleration correction for the master surface nodes. Acceleration corrections for the

slave nodes are then determined using the predicted penetration for each node, the

time increment, and the acceleration corrections for the master surface nodes.

ABAQUS/Explicit uses these acceleration corrections to obtain a corrected

configuration in which the contact constraints are enforced.

- In the case of an analytical rigid master surface, the resisting forces of all slave nodes

are applied as generalized forces on the associated rigid body. The mass of each

contacting slave node is added to the rigid body to determine the total inertial mass of

the contacting interfaces. The generalized forces and added masses are used to

calculate an acceleration correction for the analytical rigid master surface.

Acceleration corrections for the slave nodes are then determined by the corrected

motion of the master surface [22]

The kinemetic method for other types of surface pairs is beyond the scope of this report .

Please consult ABAQUS theory manual for further details [22]

E.2.2 Penalty contact constraints

The penalty contact results in less stringent enforcement of contact constraints than

the kinematic contact method, but the penalty method allows for treatment of more general

types of contact (for example, contact between two rigid bodies). When the penalty method is

chosen for enforcing contact constraints in the normal direction, it is also used to enforce

sticking friction. Since the penalty algorithm introduces additional stiffness behavior into a

model, this stiffness can influence the stable time increment. ABAQUS/Explicit
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automatically accounts for the effect of the penalty stiffnesses in the automatic time

incrementation, although this effect is usually small.

In a pure master-slave contact, the penalty contact algorithm searches for slave node

penetrations in the current configuration. Contact forces that are a function of the penetration

distance are applied to the slave nodes to oppose the penetration, while equal and opposite

forces act on the master surface at the penetration point. When the master surface is formed

by element faces, the master surface contact forces are distributed to the nodes of the master

faces being penetrated. In the case of an analytical rigid master surface, the master surface

forces are applied as forces and moments on the associated rigid body.

The “spring” stiffness that relates the contact force to the penetration distance is chosen

automatically by ABAQUS/Explicit for hard penalty contact, such that the effect on the time

increment is minimal yet the allowed penetration is not significant in most analyses. The

penetration distance will typically be an order of magnitude greater than the parent elements'

elastic deformation normal to the contact interface. In purely elastic problems this

penetration can affect the stress solution significantly. The user can specify a factor by which

to scale the default penalty stiffnesses. This scaling may affect the automatic time

incrementation. Use of a large-scale factor is likely to increase the computational time

required for an analysis because of the reduction in the time increment that is necessary to

maintain numerical stability.

Penalty method for other types of surface pairs is beyond the scope of this report. Please

consult ABAQUS theory manual for further details [22]
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APPENDIX F

F.1 C3D8R Element

C3D8R is a three-dimensional eight-node linear brick element with reduced

integration and hourglass control. Eight-node element means that each element has 8 nodes

as in Figure F.1.

Figure F.1: C3D8R Element [22]

Reduced integration means that the order of integration is lower than that of full integration.

The order of integration in this element is only one point that is located in the center of the

element (centroid.) This could result in spurious zero-energy modes that destroy the FE

solution.

Figure F.2: Deformation (dashed lines) in element but the integration point (cross) is not
moving
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Figure F.2 shows deformation of a C3D8R element undergoing hourglassing. As the element

deforms, neither of the dotted visualization lines change in length nor the angle between

them. Therefore, all components of stress and strain at the integration point are zero. This

deformation mode is a zero energy mode because no strain energy is registered by distorting

the element in this manner. The element is unable to resist this type of deformation because it

has no stiffness in this mode. In coarse mesh, this zero-energy mode can propagate through

the mesh, producing incorrect results. If this zero-energy mode is not created, reduced

integration may increase the accuracy of the FE solution, since it tends to soften the stiffness

of the model [22, 79]. Hourglass control is a control of these zero-energy modes.
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APPENDIX G

G.1 Young’s modulus of hexagonal honeycombs

Figure G.1 shows the cell under compression in the Y –direction. Inclined walls tend

to deform under load ‘P’. Figure G.2 depicts an enlarged view of one of the inclined walls.

Equilibrium requires that the component of force ‘P’ acting along the X-direction be zero.

The moment M tending to bend the cell wall (which is a beam of length l, thickness d, depth

b, and Young’s modulus E) is

Figure G.1: Unit cell under compression in the Y direction
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From standard beam theory [80], the wall deflects by:
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3 sin
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EI

φ
∆ = (g.3)

Figure G.2: Forces and bending moments on inclined walls

where E is the Young’s Modulus of the material of cell wall and ‘I’ is the second moment of

inertia of the cell wall cross-section. The strain due to the component of deflection along the

Y direction is given by
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The Young’s modulus parallel to the Y direction is
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Following the same procedure for loading in the X-direction, the strain and the modulus of

elasticity are
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The Poisson’s ratio is calculated by taking the negative ratio of the strains normal to, and

parallel to, the loading direction. For X-direction loading
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G.2 Shear modulus of hexagonal honeycombs

Figure G.3 shows a portion of honeycomb loaded in shear. Points A, B and C do not

move relative to each other and shear deflection, s∆ , is totally due to the bending of beam

BD and its rotation about the point B. Figure G.4 shows the forces acting on point B.

Equilibrium at B gives

4

Pc
M = (g.9)

From standard beam theory, the deflection and rotation are

2

6

Md

EI
δ = (g.10)

24

Pcl

EI
ψ = (g.11)

The shearing deflection, s∆ , of the point D with respect to B is
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Figure G.3: Unit cell loaded in shear

Figure G.4: Forces acting on point B

The shear strain γ is given by:
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The remote shear stress τ is
2 cos

P

lb θ
, giving the shear modulus 1G

τ
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= , or:
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These expressions were derived by Gibson and Ashby [27].
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